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Up to three people can work on an exercise together.

Warm-up exercise: Matrix Transposition Deadline: May 11, 2005

• Make yourself familiar with cache oblivious/aware algorithms for matrix transposition
using the papers [CS, FLPR99, Kum03]. You should understand only the material that
concerns matrix transposition. Links to the papers you can find on the web page of the
praktikum.

• Look at the example (measures performance of std::sort) under the section ”Mes-
sungen” on the web page of the praktikum http://i10www.ira.uka.de/dementiev/
courses/cache05/. Find out how timer class is used to read the performance coun-
ters.

• Implement the naive matrix transposition algorithm that transposes input array to output
array (e.g. not inplace). Matrix elements for all your implementations should be of type
long.

• Implement the recursive cache-oblivious algorithm from [FLPR99, Kum03]. The recursion
stops when the input matrix has single element, i.e. it is 1× 1.

• Implement the blocked cache-aware algorithm from [CS] (Algorithm 2). Block size B
must be a parameter of your implementation.

• Compare the performance of your three implementations:

– Try inputs matrices of size
√

N ×
√

N with N = 218, 219 . . . 227.

– Average the running time and the values of the performance counters over at least
10 repetitions (see the std::sort example). Do the warm-up run.

– For the blocked algorithm try several values of the block size B. Find the best value
(for your computer).

• Plot the figures using your favourite plotting tool (e.g. gnuplot: www.gnuplot.info).

– As X-axis use the total number of elements in the input matrix N .

– Plot separate figures for the running time, TLB, L1 and L2 cache misses.

– Do not plot absolute values (e.g. running time), instead plot value per input element
(e.g. ns/element) as in the std::sort example.

• Explain the figures, your answer should at least mention the following:

– Which algorithm is the fastest for small inputs, why?

– Which algorithm is the slowest for small inputs, why?

– Which algorithm is the fastest for large inputs, why?

– Which algorithm is the slowest for large inputs, why?

– How B is related to the performance of the blocked algorithm. How B should be
chosen?



– Why the cache-oblivious algorithm is faster (or slower) than the cache-aware algo-
rithm for small or large inputs?

– What algorithm would you use for matrix transposition, why?

• Submit your code, figures, and explanations (in German or in English) to dementiev@
ira.uka.de before the deadline.
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